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Abstract

Though Twitter acts as a realtime news source with
people acting as sensors and sending event updates from
all over the world, rumors spread via Twitter have been
noted to cause considerable damage. Given a set of
popular Twitter events along with related users and
tweets, we study the problem of automatically assessing
the credibility of such events.

We propose a credibility analysis approach en-
hanced with event graph-based optimization to solve the
problem. First we experiment by performing PageRank-
like credibility propagation on a multi-typed network
consisting of events, tweets, and users. Further, within
each iteration, we enhance the basic trust analysis by
updating event credibility scores using regularization on
a new graph of events.

Our experiments using events extracted from two
tweet feed datasets, each with millions of tweets show
that our event graph optimization approach outper-
forms the basic credibility analysis approach. Also, our
methods are significantly more accurate (∼86%) than
the decision tree classifier approach (∼72%).

1 Introduction

Since its launch in 2006, Twitter has gained huge pop-
ularity. 4% of the massive number of tweets constitute
news1. News tweets are either fresh news (e.g., earth-
quake reports) or represent social discussions and opin-
ions, related to recent news headlines, which are inter-
esting for event analysis. Opinions expressed by a large
group of people on Twitter can be analyzed for effective
decision making. Knowledge of hot news events keeps
Twitter users up to date with current happenings.

Since the Twitter platform is regarded so impor-
tant, it becomes necessary to ask, do people consider
all content on Twitter as trustworthy? Recent surveys
show that just ∼8% people trust Twitter2, while just
∼12% trust their friends’ Twitter streams3. Though

1http://www.pearanalytics.com/blog/wp-content/

uploads/2010/05/Twitter-Study-August-2009.pdf
2http://www.zogby.com/news/ReadNews.cfm?ID=1871
3http://www.marketingpilgrim.com/2010/08/trust-the-

Twitter has made efforts to enhance trust on their web-
site4, a lot of rumors5 have been spread using Twitter in
the recent past and have resulted into a lot of damage6.
A challenging task is to identify such incredible events
and prevent them from being promoted, for example,
as Twitter Trends. Although tweet feeds contain a lot
of signals indicating the credibility, distinguishing non-
credible events automatically from the trustworthy ones
is clearly a challenging task, primarily due to a lack of
any golden truth or instant verification mechanism for
recent events.

Incredible events on Twitter could be of two main
types: (1) clearly incredible ones (like fake events re-
lated to celebrities or strategic locations, partly spiced-
up rumors, or erroneous claims made by politicians) and
(2) seemingly incredible ones (like ones with informally
written tweets, tweets making conflicting claims, tweets
lacking any supportive evidence like URLs, tweets with-
out any credibility-conveying words like news, breaking,
latest, report, etc.).

Example 1.1. Common examples of clearly incredible
events include “RIP Jackie Chan”, “Cables broke on
Mumbai’s Bandra Worli Sea Link”, etc. An event like
“24pp” (24 hour panel people show – a comedy show
that was broadcasted continuously for 24 hours) can be
considered as a seemingly incredible event. This event
did not make any news headlines, and different people
tweeted about different things they liked/disliked in the
show, in a colloquial slang language style.

In this paper, we study the problem of automat-
ically assessing credibility of Twitter events. Events
are like Twitter Trends, which are collections of tweets
and can be represented using the Twitter Trend words.
Number of followers for a user, presence of URLs in
tweets, number of hours for which the event has been

blog-but-not-the-twitter.html
4http://blog.twitter.com/2010/03/trust-and-safety.

html
5http://news.cnet.com/8301-13577_3-20016906-36.html
6http://technology.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/

tech_and_web/the_web/article7069210.ece
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discussed are a few important signals related to the at-
tributes of the entities (users, tweets and events) on
Twitter, that could be useful for the task. Apart from
this, there is a lot of credibility information available in
the form of inter-entity credibility relationships. E.g.,
“with high probability, credible users provide credible
tweets” and “similar events should have similar cred-
ibility scores”. Also, we observe that for a genuine
event, tweets are relatively more coherent, compared to
non-credible events for which the tweets claim a variety
of stories for lack of any authentic evidence or direct
experience. The challenge is how to effectively com-
bine all such credibility information effectively? Previ-
ous work [4] suggests usage of machine learning clas-
sifiers. But (1) they ignore inter-entity relationships
completely, and (2) their approach attributes all the
features to the event entity, while many of the features
naturally belong to tweets and users, rather than to the
events. To overcome these shortcomings and to exploit
the credibility information more effectively, we propose
two credibility analysis approaches. Our goal is to as-
sign a credibility score to each event such that more
credible events get a higher score.
Our Contributions: (1) To compute the credibility
of Twitter events, we propose BasicCA which performs
PageRank [12]-like iterations for authority propagation
on a multi-typed network consisting of events, tweets
and users. (2) Next, we propose EventOptCA which
constructs another graph of events within each itera-
tion and enhances event credibility values using the in-
tuition that “similar events should have similar credibil-
ity scores”. (3) Using 457 news events extracted from
two tweet feed datasets, each with millions of tweets,
we show that our methods are significantly more accu-
rate (∼86%) than the classifier-based feature approach
(∼72%) for the event credibility assessment task.
Paper Organization: This paper is organized as
follows. We provide a formal definition of our problem
in Section 2. We discuss the features used by the
classifier-based approach in Section 3. Next, we present
details of our credibility analysis approach and the
event graph optimization in Section 4. We describe
our datasets, present our results, and interesting case
studies in Section 5. We discuss related work in Section
6. Finally, we summarize our insights and conclude in
Section 7.

2 Problem Definition

We study the problem of establishing credibility of
events on Twitter. We define an event as follows.

Definition 2.1. (Event) An event e is specified using
a set of required core words Re and a set of optional
subordinate words Oe, (e = Re∪Oe). An event can also
be considered as a set of tweets.

For example, consider the event “A bull jumped
into the crowds in a Spanish arena injuring 30 people”.
This event consists of the required words Re=(bull,
crowd) and the optional words Oe=(injured, arena,
spain, jumps). Thus the event can be represented as
e=(bull, crowd) ∪ (injured, arena, spain, jumps). Here
Re could be Twitter Trend words while Oe can be
determined as the set of words occurring frequently in
tweets containing all words in Re.

Credibility is a very broad term and can include
different factors for different applications. We provide
definitions of credibility of various entities, next. Note
that we treat credibility as a score ∈ [0, 1], rather than
a boolean value. For accuracy comparisons, we will use
a threshold score to classify events as credible or not.

Credibility of a Twitter event e is the degree to
which a human can believe in an event by browsing
over a random sample of tweets related to the event.
Hence, we can define credibility of an event in terms of
its related tweets.

Definition 2.2. (Credibility of an Event (cE(e)))
Credibility of an event e is the expected credibility of
the tweets that belong to event e.

Similarly, we can define the credibility of an user and
the tweet as follows.

Definition 2.3. (Credibility of an User (cU (u)))
Credibility of a Twitter user u is the expected credibility
of the tweets he provides.

Definition 2.4. (Credibility of a Tweet (cT (t)))
Credibility of a tweet t is a function of the credibility
of related events and users, and the credibility of
other tweets that make similar (supporting/opposing)
assertions as the ones made by this tweet.

Problem: Given a set of events along with their related
tweets and users, our aim is to find which of the events
in the set can be deemed as credible.

Note that our problem setting is quite different from
traditional fact finding scenarios. Fig 1 shows a typical
fact finder setting where the network consists of three
entity types: providers, claims and objects. A provider
provides only one claim for an object. Out of multiple
and possibly conflicting claims for an object, only one is
true and is called the fact. Traditional fact finders [27]
aim at computing credibility of sources, and finding
most credible claim for each object (Fig 1). Our aim
is to find credibility of an event, which is a collection
of tweets. Compared to claims, tweets do not make
rigorous assertions (though assertions can be extracted
from tweets). Also, an object can have only one true
claim, while in our setting, an event may consist of many
credible tweets (not a particular one). Credible tweets
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could be a rephrasal of each other or may deal with
different topics within the event.

3 Classification-Based Approach

In this section, we will introduce a simpler, classifier-
based approach to solve the problem of credibility
assessment. Besides incorporating all the features that
Castillo et al. [4] claimed to be important for the task,
we also include a few novel features. With some labeled
data, a machine learning classifier model like SVM could
be learned using these features.

3.1 User Features Credibility of a user may be in-
fluenced by his social reputation and profile complete-
ness, as can be measured using the following factors. (1)
Number of friends, followers, and status updates. (2) Is
user’s Twitter profile linked to its Facebook profile? (3)
Is user’s account verified by Twitter? (4) When did
the user register on Twitter? (5) Does the user profile
contain a description, URL, profile image, location?

3.2 Tweet Features Credibility of a tweet may be
influenced by the following factors. (1) Is it profession-
ally written tweet with no slang words, ‘?’, ‘!’, smileys,
etc.? (2) Does it contain supportive evidence in the
form of external URLs? (3) Number of words with first,
second, third person pronouns. (4) Is it from the most
frequent location related to the event, put up by the
user who has put a large number of tweets related to
the event, contains the most frequently cited URL re-
lated to the event, contains the most frequently used
hashtag related to the event? (5) Is it complete i.e., it
contains most of the named entities related to the event?
A more complete tweet gives a more complete picture of
the truth. (6) Does tweet sentiment match with overall
sentiment of the event?

3.3 Event Features Credibility of an event may be
influenced by the following factors. (1) Number of
tweets and retweets related to the event. (2) Number of
distinct URLs, domains, hashtags, user mentions, users,
locations related to the event. (3) Number of hours for
which the event has been popular. (4) Percentage tweets
related to the event on the day when the event reached
its peak popularity.

3.4 Computation of Features Most of the features
mentioned above can be easily computed once we have
all the tweets related to an event, and the associated
metadata. A tweet is related to an event e, if it
contains all words in Re. Sentiment-based features
can be computed using standard sentiment dictionaries
(like General Inquirer7). We obtained Twitter slang
words using online slang dictionaries8, to compute the
“number of slang words” feature.

3.5 What does the Classifier Approach Lack?
The classifier approach mentioned in this section fails to
work well, mainly because it is not entity and network
aware. Features that originally belong to tweet and user
entities are aggregated and attributed to events. For
example, registration age9 is a feature of the user, but
when using classifier approach, one has to encode it as
average registration age of all users who tweet about
the event, as has been done in [4]. This is done for all
the user and tweet features mentioned above. Thus, the
classifier approach, using the above-mentioned features,
is not entity-aware. Also, a lot of important information
available in the form of inter-entity relationships is
not captured by the classifier. This includes intuitive
relationships like: (1) With high probability, credible
users provide credible tweets; (2) Average credibility of
tweets is higher for credible events than that for non-
credible events; and (3) Events sharing many common
words and topics should have similar credibility scores.
In the next section, we will introduce our model and
explain how we can deal with these shortcomings.

4 Our Approach

In this section, we will discuss a PageRank-like credi-
bility propagation approach to establish event credibil-
ity. We will first present a basic credibility analyzer
for Twitter (BasicCA) that exploits the basic network
information. We enhance the BasicCA by performing
event graph optimization (EventOptCA). We will com-

7http://www.wjh.harvard.edu/~inquirer/homecat.htm
8http://onlineslangdictionary.com/word-list/,http://

www.mltcreative.com/blog/bid/54272/Social-Media-Minute-

Big-A-List-of-Twitter-Slang-and-Definitions
9A new user has higher probability of being spammy compared

to an old user.
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pare these algorithms in Section 5.

4.1 Basic Credibility Analysis (BasicCA) The
Basic Credibility Analyzer initializes the credibility of
different nodes in a network of tweets, users and events
(Fig 2) using the results of the classifier developed in
Section 3. Using PageRank-like iterations, this initial
credibility is propagated all across the network. Every
node shares its credibility with its neighbors only, at
each iteration. Based on our observations (which we
will present in detail in this section), a credible entity
links with a higher weight to more credible entities
than to non-credible ones. E.g., a credible tweet
links to more credible users than to non-credible ones,
while a non-credible tweet links to more non-credible
users. A credible tweet often links to another credible
tweet with a higher positive weight, while it links to
non-credible tweets with low (often negative) weights.
Hence, every iteration helps in mutually enhancing
the credibility of genuine entities and reducing the
credibility of non-genuine ones, via propagation. Such
credibility propagation hence results in improvement in
accuracy over iterations.

Note that though the networks (Fig 1 and 2) look
quite similar, our problem setting is quite different, as
we explained earlier. Edges in the network are created
as follows. User u is linked to tweet t if it puts up
that tweet. A tweet t is linked to an event e if it
contains all the words in Re. Edges between tweets and
between events denote influence of one tweet (event) on
another tweet (event). We will discuss later how we
assign weights to these edges.

Propagation of credibility in the network is guided
by the following observations which are in line with our
definitions of credibility of different entities.

Obs 4.1. With a high probability, credible users provide
credible tweets.

For example, the tweets from PBS NewsHour10, BBC-
News11, etc. look reasonably credible, most of the times.
Hence, we can express the credibility of a user u as
the average of the credibility of the tweets it provides
(NT (u)).

c
i
U (u) =

∑

t∈NT (u)
ci−1
T

(t)

|NT (u)|
(4.1)

where NA(b) denotes the neighbors of the entity b of
type A.

10http://twitter.com/newshour
11http://twitter.com/BBCNews

Obs 4.2. With a high probability, average credibility of
tweets related to a credible event is higher than that of
tweets related to a non-credible event.

Fig 3 shows randomly selected tweets about “Carol
Bartz fired”. Note that the tweets are written quite
professionally. Hence, we can express the credibility of
an event e as the average credibility of the tweets it
contains (NT (e)).

c
i
E(e) =

∑

t∈NT (e)
ci−1
T

(t)

|NT (e)|
(4.2)

Based on these observations and in accordance with
our definition, one can infer that credibility of a tweet t
can be derived from the credibility of events it discusses
(NE(t)) and that of the users who put it up (NU (t)).

c
i
T (t) =

∑

e∈NE(t)
ci−1
E

(e)

|NE(t)|
(4.3)

+ ρ×

∑

u∈NU (t)
ci−1
U

(u)

|NU (t)|

where ρ controls the tradeoff between credibility contri-
butions from related users and events.

4.1.1 Tweet implications A tweet may influence
other tweets. We will like to capture these influences
when computing credibility of tweets.

Definition 4.3. (Implication Between Tweets)
Implication value from tweet t′ to tweet t,
imp(t′ → t) ∈ [−1, 1], can be defined as the de-
gree of influence from tweet t′ to t. If t′ supports
t, influence is positive. If t′ opposes t, influence is
negative.

imp(t′ → t) can be computed in two ways: directly or
indirectly in terms of claims.
The two step indirect approach: In the first
step, mutually exclusive claims could be extracted from
tweets using research works that can extract structured
records from free text [20, 22]. We define a claim to be
an assertion which can be labeled as true or false. In
the second step, degree of influence (infl(t, c) ∈ [−1, 1])
of a tweet t towards a claim c can be computed using
textual entailment techniques [6, 7]. Next, implication
value between a pair of tweets can be computed as
the average similarity between the influence offered by
the two tweets to different claims. If a tweet neither
supports nor opposes the claim, infl(t, c)=0. Similarity
between t and t′ with respect to the claim c would then

be 1 −
|infl(t′,c)−infl(t,c)|

2 . However, such a two step
processing has these limitations: (1) Though structured

http://twitter.com/newshour
http://twitter.com/BBCNews


Figure 3: Average Credibility of Tweets Related to Credible Events is high

claims extraction and textual entailment have been
shown to be effective for specific domains, they do not
generalize well. (2) They need labeled data, which is
expensive to obtain. (3) Deep NLP techniques for the
two step processing may be quite time consuming.
The direct approach: Alternatively, one can resort
to shallow but efficient unigram features approach.
Using such an approach, implication values between
two tweets can be computed directly as the TF-IDF or
cosine similarity between the two tweets in the space of
unigrams. Twitter contains a lot of slang words which
can bloat the vocabulary size. Hence, we can compute
implications in terms of the most frequent unigrams for
the event. This also helps to remove the noise present in
tweets in the form of slang words (which form a major
part of tweets). Thus, one can compute imp(t′ → t) for
tweets t and t′ related to event e in terms of the shared
unigrams from the set of event words, as follows.

imp(t
′
→ t) =

|{w|w ∈ t ∩ w ∈ t′ ∩ w ∈ e}|

|{w|w ∈ t′ ∩ w ∈ e}|
(4.4)

Recall e = Re ∪Oe.

Example 4.4. Consider the two tweets: t1=“Bull

jumps into crowd in Spain: A bull jumped into the
stands at a bullring in northern Spain injuring at least
30... http://bbc.in/bLC2qx”. t2=“Damn! Check out
that bull that jumps the fence into the crowd. #awe-
some”. Event words are shown in bold. Then, impli-
cation values can be computed as imp(t1 → t2) = 3/6,
imp(t2 → t1) = 3/3.

Such an approach has been found to be quite effec-
tive for news analysis [23] and sentiment analysis [13, 21]
tasks. However, sometimes use of negative words like
“not” can flip the semantics even though large number
of words are shared. The case of such negative words
can be handled by making the implication value nega-
tive. Also, if the tweet contains words like “hoax”, “ru-
mour”, “fake”, etc., implication value can be negated.

The two step process seems to be more effective
than the direct method, but could be time consuming.
To be able to detect incredible events on Twitter as
quickly as possible, we resort to the direct approach in
this work. However, an effective two step approach can

only improve the accuracy of our credibility analysis.
After obtaining the tweet implication values, one

can rewrite Eq. 4.3 to incorporate the tweet implica-
tions and compute tweet credibility as follows.

c
i
T (t) = wUT ×

∑

u∈NU (t)
c
i−1
U

(u)

|NU (t)|
(4.5)

+ wTT ×

∑

t′∈NT (t)

c
i−1
T

(t
′
)× imp(t

′
→ t)

+ wET ×

∑

e∈NE(t)
ci−1
E

(e)

|NE(t)|

4.1.2 Computing Weights In Eq. 4.5, we need to
ensure that the credibility contribution from an entity
of type A does not overshadow the contribution from
another entity of type B. For example, since the
number of events is much less than the number of
tweets and since we ensure that the credibility vectors
always sum up to one, the average credibility value for
an event (0.004 for D2011 ) is much higher compared
to the average credibility value of a tweet (1.3e-5 for
D2011 ). Hence, it is necessary to introduce weights
wAB . Weights should be designed to ensure that the
credibility contributions are comparable. Thus, the
weight should take two factors into account: (1) Number
of entities of each type (2) Average number of entities

of type A per entity of type B. Thus, wAB = |A|
|B| ×

1
avgAPerB

. For example,

wUT =
numUsers

numTweets
×

1

avgUsersPerTweet
(4.6)

Weight for the implications term is computed as
wAA = 1

avgImpA
. For example,

wTT =
1

avgImpTweets
(4.7)

4.1.3 Event Implications Events are succintly rep-
resented using a small set of required and optional
words. Degree of similarity between two events can
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be estimated using the number of such shared words.
Hence, we compute implication value from an event e′

to another event e based on the number of the shared
required and optional words.

imp(e
′
→ e) =

|(Re′ ∪ Oe′ ) ∩ (Re ∪ Oe)|

|Re′ ∪ Oe′ |
(4.8)

Using these event implication values, we can rewrite
Eq. 4.2 and compute event credibility as follows.

c
i
E(e) = wTE ×

∑

t∈NT (e)
ci−1
T

(t)

|NT (e)|
(4.9)

+ wEE ×

∑

e′∈NE(e)

c
i−1
E

(e
′
)× imp(e

′
→ e)

Fig 4 shows a sub-network focused on event
e1=“greece, portugal” (debt ratings lowered). The
event e1 gets credibility from related tweets like t1 and
other events like e2=“(greece, imf)”. The tweets in turn
derive credibility from other related tweets, related users
and events.

4.1.4 Initializing Credibility Vectors Before
starting the credibility propagation, how do we ini-
tialize the network? The probabilistic results from
the classifiers give us a fairly accurate estimate of the
credibility of various entities and hence we use them to
initialize the credibility of each entity in the network.

c
0
E(e)← probabilitySV M (e is credible)(4.10)

Since, we do not have labeled data for credible users,
we cannot learn a classifier using just user features.
However, we note down SVM weights SVMf for all
user features (aggregated for every event) f ∈ UF when
learning the classifier to classify events. These SVM
weights are an indication of the correlation of various
features wrt. the credibility label. Credibility of user
u is initialized proportional to the weighted average of

normalized user feature values (not aggregated, but per
user), f(u), weighted by the SVM weights.

c
0
U (u)←

∑

f∈UF

SVMf × normalize(f(u))(4.11)

Similarly, we initialize the credibility of tweets as
follows.

c
0
T (t)←

∑

f∈TF

SVMf × normalize(f(t))(4.12)

where TF is the set of tweet features and f(t) is the
value of feature f for tweet t.

4.1.5 Discounting Retweets If a user verifies the
fact and then retweets, we can consider it to be a full
vote for the tweet. Such a retweet can be considered
as a form of endorsement. On the other hand, blind
retweeting deserves a vote of 0.

Obs 4.5. a. Often times, users simply retweet without
verification because they trust their friends or followees.
b. Credibility of a tweet may change when retweeted
because of addition or deletion of content.

Example 4.6. Consider t=“Sad news Gazal Maestro
Shri Jagjit Singh Ji passed away a Big loss for the music
industry R I P ... http://fb.me/EJOdn5p1”. It may get
retweeted as t′=“RT @sukhwindersingh Sad news Gazal
Maestro Shri Jagjit Singh Ji passed away a Big loss for
the music industry R I P ..”. The 140 character limit
truncates away the URL, making t′ less credible than t.

Given a tweet, it is almost impossible to judge if the
retweet was done after any verification. Hence, when
computing the credibility of any other entity using
the credibility of tweets, we multiply the credibility of
tweets by (1−I(RT )×RP ). Here I(RT ) is an indicator
function which is 1 when the tweet is a retweet and RP
is the retweet penalty such that 0 ≤ RP ≤ 1.

4.1.6 Summing Up: BasicCA BasicCA as shown
in Algorithm 1 initializes the network using classifica-
tion results (Step 2) and computed implication values
(Step 3). Next, it propagates credibility across the enti-
ties (Step 5 to Step 10) and terminates when the change
in event credibility vector is less than a tolerance value.
Time Complexity: The number of events are far
less compared to number of tweets or users. Also,
number of tweets are more than number of users. So,
the most expensive step of the algorithm is to compute
implications between tweets. Let T be the number of
unique tweets, I be the number of iterations, E be the



Algorithm 1 Basic Credibility Analyzer for Twitter (BasicCA)

1: Input: Tweets from multiple users about multiple events.
2: Init credibility of all entities using classifier results.
3: Compute implications between tweets and between events.
4: Compute weights wTT , wEE , wUT , wET and wTE .
5: while |ciE − ci−1

E
|1 ≥ Tolerance do

6: For (every tweet t) Compute ciT (t) using Eq. 4.5.

7: For (every user u) Compute ciU (u) using Eq. 4.1.

8: For (every event e) Compute ciE(e) using Eq. 4.9.

9: Normalize ciT , ciU and ciE such that each vector sums up to
one.

10: end while

11: return cE : Credibility score for every event e.

EventType D2010 D2011

Non-Credible 260.3 29.4
Credible 374.4 204.6

Table 1: Average Tweet Implication Values

number of events. Then, a tweet can share implication
values with T/E tweets (i.e. average number of tweets
per event). Thus, the algorithm is O(IT 2/E).

4.1.7 Intuition behind our Credibility Analysis
Approach Hoaxes are viral and so a hoax event be-
comes very popular in a short time, with a large num-
ber of users and tweets supporting it. Such signals can
confuse the classifier to believe that the event is indeed
credible. However, the following factors can help our
basic credibility analyzer to identify hoax events as non-
credible.

Obs 4.7. Hoax events are generally not put up by cred-
ible users (e.g. A tweet put up by PBS12 will be genuine
with a very high probability).

Thus, credible users do not offer credibility to hoax
events, most of the times.

Obs 4.8. Average implication values between tweets are
significantly lower for non-credible events compared to
that for credible events.

Table 1 validates this observation for both of our
datasets. For example, for our D2011 dataset, com-
pared to a high average tweet implications value of 204.6
for credible events, the average tweet implications for
non-credible events is merely 29.4. Such an observation
is mainly due to the incoherent nature of non-credible
events as we explain next. Hoax tweets lack external
URLs. People put tweets in their own words, because
they have no option to copy paste from some news web-
sites and also lack coherent authentic knowledge. As a
result tweets do not make coherent claims. This causes
tweet implications to be low, thereby decreasing the
credibility of the hoax tweets themselves. Thus, due to
lack of credibility contributions from tweets and users,
hoax events will tend to have lower credibility scores.

12http://twitter.com/newshour

4.2 Performing Event Graph Optimization
(EventOptCA) BasicCA exploits inter-entity rela-
tionships and performs better than the classifier ap-
proach. However, it considers only weak associations
between event credibility scores. Stronger event associ-
ations can be inferred based on number of shared un-
igrams and topics and can be used to compute event
similarity. Such event similarity can be exploited with
the help of the intuition that similar events should have
similar credibility scores. In this section, we will present
EventOptCA which makes use of this intuition. It per-
forms event credibility updates on a graph of events
whose edges use event similarity values as weights. Up-
dates are performed based on regularization of this event
graph ensuring that (1) similar events get similar cred-
ibility scores, and (2) change in event credibility vector
is controlled. We will discuss this approach in detail in
this section.

4.2.1 Computing Event Similarity We compute
similarity between events e and e′ as Jaccard Similarity
in terms of shared unigrams and topics as follows.

sim(e, e
′
) =

1

2

[

|(Re ∪ Oe) ∩ (Re′ ∪ Oe′ )|

|(Re ∪ Oe) ∪ (Re′ ∪ Oe′ )|
+
|topicse ∩ topicse′ |

|topicse ∪ topicse′ |

]

Using the two examples below, we discuss how this
similarity measure could be effectively used.

Example 4.9. Consider the events shown in Fig 5.
Each of the nodes in this graph corresponds to a Twitter
Trend. The weights on the edges denote the similarity
between events (in terms of common words and topics).
As we can see, weights on edges are relatively high.
This is because all of these Twitter Trends are related to
the central theme of Cricket World Cup 2011 (‘sachin’,
‘gambhir’, etc. are popular players, ‘indvspak’ was a
popular match, ‘australia’ is a popular cricket-playing
nation, etc.) Thus, each of these events should have
similar credibility scores.

One can use this intuition to update the event credi-
bility vector, after every iteration of the credibility anal-
ysis. For example, if “gambhir” and “afridi” are marked
as credible, but “murali” is marked as incredible, one
should be able to exploit the information that “murali”
is very similar to “gambhir” and “afridi” and so should
be marked as credible.

Example 4.10. Consider the events “Osama bin
Laden dead” and “RIP Steve Jobs”. Note that though
both the events are about death of a person, the unigrams
and topics within each event will be quite different (the
first event is related to killing, afghanistan, LeT, pak-
istan, navy seals while the second event is related to

http://twitter.com/newshour
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Figure 5: A Subgraph of our D2011 Event Graph

cancer, iPod, Apple, tech-industry), resulting in lower
degree of similarity between the two events.

4.2.2 How to Compute Topics for an Event?
We compute the similarity between events in terms
of shared unigrams and topics. Tweets being very
short documents, LDA may not be effective for topic
detection. Hence, we use the following method for
topic detection, inspired by Twitter Monitor [10]. Event
e = Re ∪Oe, where Re is the set of required core words
and Oe is the set of optional subordinate words. Let Te

be the set of tweets that contain all words in Re. For
each tweet t ∈ Te, we find all words present in t and
also in Oe. Let St be the maximal subset of words from
Oe that are also present in t. We compute St for every
t ∈ Te. Most frequent St’s, each unioned with the set
Re, are called topics of the event. Thus, a topic consists
of all the required words in the event and a subset of
the words from the set of optional words.

Example 4.11. For the event “oil spill”, some topics
were: (bp, deepwater, explosion, oil, spill), (bp, oil,
spill, marine, life, scientists), (oil, spill, static, kill),
(oil, spill, mud, cement, plug) and (9m, gushed, barrels,
oil, spill).

4.2.3 Expressing as a Quadratic Optimization
Problem Given a graph of events, we want to trans-
form the event credibility vector cE to a new credibility
vector c′E such that (1) similar events get similar cred-
ibility scores, and (2) change in event credibility vector
is controlled. Let Wij be the weight on edge (i, j).

Then, the above intuitions can be encoded in the
form of a quadratic optimization problem (QP) as
follows.

min
1

2

∑

i,j

Wij(c
′

E(i)− c
′

E(j))
2
+ λ

1

2

∑

i

(c
′

E(i)− cE(i))
2

(4.13)

s.t. − 1 ≤ c
′

E(i) ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ {1, ..., n}

The first term in the objective function in Eq.
4.13 ensures that similar events should have similar
credibility scores. When Wij is high, i.e., the two
events are very similar, the minimization tries to assign
similar credibility scores to the two events. The second

term ensures that the change in event credibility vector
should be as less as possible. λ controls the tradeoff
between smoothing applied by the first term and the
amount of change in the credibility vector.

For the QP to be feasible, we first shift the event
credibility vector values from [0,1] to [-1,1] and also
expect the new credibility vector to have values in the
interval [-1,1]. After the optimization, we shift the c′E
values back from [-1,1] to [0,1] so that they can be used
for further iterations of the credibility analysis.

Eq. 4.13 can be rewritten in matrix form as follows.

min
1

2
c
′T
E (2(D −W ) + λI)c

′

E + (−λc
T
E .c

′

E)(4.14)

s.t. − 1 ≤ c
′

E(i) ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ {1, ..., n}

where D is the diagonal matrix such that Dii =
∑

j Wij . This can be further simplified as follows.
This QP can be easily solved using solvers like

quadprog in Matlab [11].

Lemma 4.12. The QP problem (Eq. 4.14) has a unique
global minimizer.

Proof. We omit the rigorous proof for lack of space.
However the proof can be easily reconstructed using the
following discussion. The terms representing the matrix
2(D−W )+λI are square terms (compare Eq. 4.13 and
4.14), and hence will always be positive. Hence, the
matrix 2(D−W )+λI is positive definite. This ensures
that the QP is feasible and will converge to a unique
global minima.

4.2.4 Summing Up: EventOptCA EventOptCA
as shown in Algorithm 2 initializes the network using
classification results. Next, it propagates credibility
across the entities and terminates when the change in
the event credibility vector is less than a threshold value.
Within each such iteration, it creates a separate graph
of events and performs update to the event credibility
vector using the quadratic optimization.
Time Complexity: The algorithm is O(IT 2/E+En);
solving the QP is polynomial in the number of variables
(events), where n is typically a small constant. However,
since the number of events is generally very small,
solving the QP is relatively faster than tweet credibility
computations.

5 Experiments

In this section, we will first describe our datasets. Then
we will present our results, which demonstrate the
effectiveness of our methods. We will conclude with
interesting case studies.



Algorithm 2 Event Graph Optimization-Based Credibility Ana-
lyzer (EventOptCA)

1: Input: Tweets from multiple users about multiple events.
2: Init credibility of all entities using classifier results.
3: Compute event similarity matrix W .
4: Compute implications between tweets and between events.
5: Compute weights wTT , wEE , wUT , wET and wTE .
6: while |ciE − ci−1

E
|1 ≥ Tolerance do

7: For (every tweet t) Compute ciT (t) using Eq. 4.5.

8: For (every user u) Compute ciU (u) using Eq. 4.1.

9: For (every event e) Compute ciE(e) using Eq. 4.9.

10: Normalize ciT , ciU and ciE such that each vector sums up to
one.

11: Construct a graph of events.
12: Update ciE using the quadratic optimization mentioned in Eq.

4.13.
13: Normalize ciE such that each vector sums up to one.
14: end while

15: return cE : Credibility score for every event e.

5.1 Datasets We use two datasets: D2010 and
D2011. Events for D2010 were supplied by Castillo [4].
They extracted events using Twitter Monitor [10] from
tweet feeds for Apr-Sep 2010. The original dataset had
288 news events, along with Re and Oe for each e. Af-
ter removing events with less than 10 tweets, we were
finally left with 207 events (of which 140 are labeled as
credible).

For D2011 dataset, we obtained tweet feeds for Mar
2011 using the Twitter Feeds API13. We obtained the
core required words for events from the Twitter Trends
API 14. We removed events with less than 100 tweets.
We labeled these events as social gossip or news, and
then use 250 of the news events (of which 167 are
labeled as credible) for our study. Subordinate words
(Oe) for the events are obtained by finding the most
frequent words in tweets related to the event (which
do not belong to the core required word set). To have a
prominent network effect and also to reduce the number
of tweets per event, we sampled tweets such that there
are many tweets from relatively small number of users.

Table 2 shows the details for our datasets. For both
the datasets, we used the standard General Inquirer15

sentiment dictionaries for sentiment analysis of tweets.
We obtained Twitter slang words using online slang
dictionaries16. Topics were obtained for the events using
the set of subordinate words as mentioned in Section 4.

When computing credibility of different entities, we
use different weights (shown in Table 3) such that the
credibility contributions are comparable.
Labeling: For labeling events in D2011, we obtained
news headlines by scrapping RSS feeds for different news
categories from top ten news websites including Google
News, Yahoo! News, PBS, BBC, etc. For D2010, we

13 https://stream.twitter.com/1/statuses/sample.json
14http://api.twitter.com/1/trends/daily.json
15http://www.wjh.harvard.edu/~inquirer/homecat.htm
16http://onlineslangdictionary.com/word-list/,http://

www.mltcreative.com/blog/bid/54272/Social-Media-Minute-

Big-A-List-of-Twitter-Slang-and-Definitions

Statistic D2010D2011

#Users 47171 9245
#Tweets 76730 76216
#Events 207 250
#PosEvents 140 167
#NegEvents 67 83
#Topics 2874 2101

Table 2: Dataset Details

D2010D2011

wTT 0.003 0.007
wUT 0.431 0.117
wET 0.003 0.003
wEE 2.902 4.823
wTE 1.503 1.390

Table 3: Weights for Credi-
bility Analysis

Classifier BasicCA EventOptCA
D2010 D2011 D2010 D2011 D2010 D2011

Accuracy 72.46 72.4 76.9 75.6 85.5 86.8

False +ves 36 41 24 23 28 31
False –ves 21 28 22 28 2 2

Table 4: Accuracy Comparison

used the Google News Archives17 while labeling. In
the first step of labeling, we removed non-English and
social gossip events. Next, we identified if the event
was present in news headlines for the day when the
event reached popularity. An event is searched in the
news headlines using an AND/OR query. All the core
required words should be present while the subordinate
optional words may or may not be present. Then
we judged the credibility of event based on randomly
selected ten tweets for the event. Events were thus
labeled as “hoax”, “not in news”, “might be false”, or
“certainly true”, in the order of increasing credibility.
In case an event can belong to multiple classes, we
labeled it to belong to the less credible class. For
example, an event may not be in news and can be
a hoax, in that case, we labeled it as hoax. Finally,
we consider “certainly true” events as credible, the
remaining categories as non-credible.

5.2 Accuracy Comparison We show the accuracy
results for the two datasets using different approaches in
Table 4. For the classifier-based approach we tried var-
ious classifiers: SMO (SVM), Näıve Bayes, KNN (IBk),
and decision trees (J48). Decision trees perform the best
for D2010, while KNN works best for D2011. On an av-
erage, we observed that the classifier-based approach
provides just ∼72% accuracy. Our basic credibility an-
alyzer approach provides 3-4% boost in accuracy. Up-
dating the event vector using the event graph-based op-
timization provides ∼14% boost in accuracy over the
baseline. EventOptCA does result into a few more false
positives compared to the basic credibility analyzer, but
overall it reduces a lot of false negatives. For these re-
sults, we used λ=1. We varied RP from 0 to 1 and found
that the results remained almost the same for RP >0.3.
For our experiments, we use RP=0.75.

Varying λ: We varied λ to study sensitivity of
the accuracy to the parameter. We show the results in
Table 5. Although the accuracy is quite insensitive to

17 http://news.google.com/news/advanced_news_search

https://stream.twitter.com/1/statuses/sample.json
http://api.twitter.com/1/trends/daily.json
http://www.wjh.harvard.edu/~inquirer/homecat.htm
http://onlineslangdictionary.com/word-list/
http://www.mltcreative.com/blog/bid/54272/Social-Media-Minute-Big-A-List-of-Twitter-Slang-and-Definitions
http://www.mltcreative.com/blog/bid/54272/Social-Media-Minute-Big-A-List-of-Twitter-Slang-and-Definitions
http://www.mltcreative.com/blog/bid/54272/Social-Media-Minute-Big-A-List-of-Twitter-Slang-and-Definitions
http://news.google.com/news/advanced_news_search


Parameter λ D2010 D2011

0.25 83.1 82.4
0.5 84.4 86
0.75 86.5 84.4
1 85.5 86.8
5 81.6 86
20 78.7 84.8
50 78.3 82.8

Table 5: Varying the Parameter λ
Effect of removing implications

• We consider implications between tweets and between 
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Figure 6: Effect of Removing Implications

the parameter values from 0.25 to 5, the best accuracy
is achieved at values between 0.5 and 1.

5.3 Important Features We use the SVM weights
for computing the initial credibility values for different
entities in the trust network. Tables 6 and 7 show the
top five features for tweets, users and events. Note that
though some features appear consistently at the top for
both the datasets, many of them do not. This indicates
that the classifier-based approach is not stable across
datasets.

5.4 Effect of Removing Implications While per-
forming credibility analysis, we consider implications
between entities of the same type. To measure the im-
pact of implications on the accuracy achieved, we per-
formed experiments by removing implication values. We
show the results for both of our credibility analyzer ap-
proaches in Fig 6. The results show that implications
are important. Without considering implications, we
notice a significant loss in accuracy.

5.5 Accuracy Variation (with respect to #It-
erations) As shown in Fig 7, we observe that the ac-
curacy improves per iteration for 3-4 iterations. After
that the accuracy stabilizes for BasicCA. This is be-
cause our BasicCA use PageRank-like iterations, and
hence displays Markovian behaviour. However, besides
PageRank-like authority propagation, EventOptCA also
performs an optimization step. Hence, for EventOptCA,
convergence cannot be guaranteed. However, for 3-4
iterations, we observe that the accuracy improves per
iteration for both of our datasets.

5.6 Case Studies Table 8 shows the top most cred-
ible users for the two datasets. Note that a lot of the
users at the top are news agencies. These are the users
with a lot of followers and status updates. A few times,

Note that accuracy improves as the number of 
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D2010 D2011

NewsCluster funkmasterflex
NewsRing BreakingNews
oieaomar cwcscores

portland apts RealTonyRocha
newsnetworks espncricinfo
Newsbox101 GMANewsOnline
euronewspure ipadmgfindcom
nevisupdates aolnews
Reality Check QuakeTsunami

cnnbrk TechZader

Table 8: Most Credible Users
we also find other influential users like celebrities (like
funkmasterflex) which have a lot of followers or auto-
mated tweeting users (like portland apts) which put in
a lot of tweets.

Next, we present a few examples which demonstrate
the effectiveness of our approaches.

EventOptCA exploits similarity between events.
The event “wembley” is quite similar to the events “eng-
landvsghana” and “ghana”. There was a friendly foot-
ball match between Ghana and England at the Wembley
Stadium. Though BasicCA incorrectly marked “wemb-
ley” as non-credible, EventOptCA raised the credibility
of “wembley” based on the high credibility of “england-
vsghana” and “ghana”, and hence marked it as credible.

Similarly, based on high credibility values for
“alonso” and “barrichello”, the event “bbcf1” was cor-
rectly marked as credible. Alonso and Barrichello were
racing drivers who participated at the Hungarian Grand
Prix (BBC F1 race).

There were also examples of events marked non-
credible by the classifier like “alonso” (The racing driver
was running 3rd in Hungarian Grand Prix.) but marked
correctly by BasicCA.

“24pp” is a Twitter Trend event. The classifier
marked it as a credible event. However, the tweets for
the event as shown below do not look quite credible.
• #24pp had enough - I can take small doses of all the people on

the show but not that much.
• #24pp is the best way to spend a saturday :)
• #24pp Sir David Frost is hilarious!!
• Andy Parsons is being fucking brilliant on this #24PP edition

of #MockTheWeek . . . shame no-one else is really . . .

• back link habits http://emap.ws/7/9Chvm4 DMZ #24pp Rus-
sell Tovey

The words in Re ∪ Oe for the “24pp” event were
(24pp, rednoseday, bbccomedy, jedward, panel, tennant,
trending, david, walliams, russell). Note that these
words do not occur very frequently across tweets for the



User Features Tweet Features Event Features

UserHasProfileImage? TweetWithMostFrequentUserMentioned? CountDictinctDomains
UserRegistrationAge LengthInChars CountDistinctUsers
UserFollowerCount TweetWithMostFreqURL? CountDistinctHashtags
UserStatusCount TweetFromMostFreqLoc? NumberOfUserLocations
UserHasLocation? URLfromTop10Domains? NumberOfHours

Table 6: Important Features for D2010
User Features Tweet Features Event Features

VerifiedUser? NumURLs CountDictinctDomains
UserStatusCount TweetSentiment CountDictinctURLs

UserHasFacebookLink? TweetsWithMostFrequentUserMentioned? CountDistinctHashtags
UserHasDesc? ExclamationMark? PercentTweetsOnPeakDay

UserFollowerCount NumHashTags? CountDistinctUsers

Table 7: Important Features for D2011

“incoherent” event. This causes low tweet implication
values. As a result the average credibility of these tweets
is very low and the event gets correctly marked as non-
credible by BasicCA.

5.7 Performance Considerations Millions of
tweets are posted on Twitter everyday. Majority of
these tweets are social gossip (non-newsworthy). Our
system assumes an input of newsworthy events, e.g.,
from Twitter Trends. On a particular day, there
could be up to 1000 Twitter Trends. Running our
algorithm on our datasets of 200–250 events takes a
few minutes. Thus, processing all the Twitter Trends
every day would not take more than a few minutes. In
other words, our algorithm can be used practically in
real-time systems.

5.8 Drawbacks of our Methods Our methods can
be improved further based on these observations. (1)
Deep NLP techniques can be used to obtain more ac-
curate tweet implications. (2) Evidence about an event
being rumorous may be present in tweets themselves.
However, deep semantic parsing of tweets may be quite
inefficient. (3) Entertainment events tend to look not so
credible, as the news is often written in a colloquial way.
Predicting credibility for entertainment events may need
to be studied separately.

6 Related Work

Our paper is related to work in the areas of credibility
analysis of online social content, credibility analysis for
Twitter, fact finding, and graph regularization.

Credibility Analysis of Online Social Con-
tent: The perceived credibility of web content can de-
pend on a lot of features comprising those of the reader
(Internet-savvy nature, politically-interested, experts,
etc.), the author (gender, author’s image), the content
(blog, tweet, news website), and the way of present-
ing the content (e.g. presence of ads, visual design).
13% of the articles were found to contain mistakes [5]
on Wikipedia. Online news content has been found to

be less credible than newspaper and television news [1].
Blogs are considered less trustworthy than traditional
news websites [24] except for politics and tourism.

Credibility Analysis for Twitter: Twitter
has been used for tracking epidemics, detecting news
events, geolocating such events [17], finding emerging
controversial topics [15], locating wildfires, hurricanes,
floods, earthquakes, etc. However, users often do not
believe in tweets [18] because (1) often people have not
even met those mentioned as their friends on Twitter,
(2) tracing original user who tweeted about something is
difficult, and (3) changing information along the tweet
propagation path is very easy.

Warranting is a method where users decide whether
other users are trustworthy based on what their friends
say about them. Schrock [19] observed that “warrant-
ing” does not work on Twitter. Truthy18 service from
researchers at Indiana University, collects, analyzes and
visualizes the spread of tweets belonging to “trending
topics” [16] using crowd-sourcing.

Automated information credibility detection on
Twitter has been recently studied in [4] using a su-
pervised classifier-based approach. They develop two
classifiers: the first one classifies an event as news ver-
sus chat, while the second one classifies a news event
as credible or not. We presented a first work on using
principled credibility analysis approach for the problem
of establishing credibility for microblogging platforms.
Unlike [4], where the features can be assigned only for
events, our approach is entity-type-aware and exploits
inter-entity relationships.

Fact Finding Approaches: Recently there has
been a lot of work in the data mining community on
performing trust analysis based on the data provided
by multiple sources for different objects. Yin et al. [27]
introduced a fact finder algorithm TruthFinder which
performs trust analysis on a providers-claims network.
This work was followed by some more fact finder al-
gorithms: Sums, Average.Log, Investment, Pooled In-
vestment by Pasternack et al. [14]. A large body of

18http://truthy.indiana.edu/

http://truthy.indiana.edu/


work [2, 3, 8, 23, 26] has been done further, in this area.
Graph Regularization: Graph regularization

is a method for performing smoothing over a network.
It has been mainly studied in semi-supervised settings
for applications like web-page categorization [28], large-
scale semi-definite programming [25], color image pro-
cessing [9], etc. We used a similar approach for our
problem, to smooth out the event credibility values.

7 Conclusion

In this work, we explored the possibility of detecting
credible events from Twitter feeds using credibility anal-
ysis. We used a new credibility analysis model for
computing credibility of linked set of multi-typed en-
tities. We exploited (1) tweet feed content-based classi-
fier results; (2) traditional credibility propagation using
a simple network of tweets, users and events; and (3)
event graph-based optimization to assign similar scores
to similar events. Using two real datasets, we showed
that credibility analysis approach with event graph opti-
mization works better than the basic credibility analysis
approach or the classifier approach.
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